For those students who Dream Big and want to Make It Happen, here’s your chance!
Young
Achiever
Scholarship- It is a noble
initiative by Internshala
Trainings to encourage
bright students who have
the desire to learn but may
not
have
adequate
resources to do so. This
bi-annual
scholarship
program aims to help the
student community by
providing them free online
training programs worth
Rs. 2 lakhs. 50 students
will be selected for this
scholarship award and will
be given free access to
any one of the 11 industry
relevant training programs
which
include
Web
Development, Android App
Development,
Aadvance
Excel, Digital Marketing,
Python, and AutoCAD etc.
YAS 2k18 is an opportunity
for the students who dare
to Dream Big but are held back due to their financial constraints. Naveen Kashyap, a
winner of this scholarship, fulfilled his dream of building Formula Prototype cars by
learning AutoCAD training at Internshala. In his own words:
“In our college, there is a team, Pegastatem Motorsports, which builds Formula
prototype cars for SUPRA SAE India and other national level contests. Getting into the
team was a huge task itself as the required criteria were difficult and competition was
high. Knowledge of AutoCAD was imperative for being a member of ‘Roll Cage Design
and Analysis team’. Since I knew it very well, thanks to the training, I stood out from
the crowd and got through the selection process. I’ve come a long way since then and
won many 2D drafting competitions held in the college.”
Who is eligible for this scholarship?:

Any student (an Indian national) currently studying in a college (undergraduate or
postgraduate) having a family income of lower than 2 lacs per year is eligible to
apply for the scholarship, visit internshala.com/i/yas_tnp1.
Selection Criteria:
Your application will be evaluated on the basis of following criteria:
1. A sense of purpose: Your objective of doing the specific training program
[students will select the training they want to learn] and how that program may help
you
achieve
your
career
goals.
2. Good academic background: You should have a reasonably good academic
background (10th and 12th percentage) along with no arrears in college exams.
3. An element of need: Everything else being the same, the scholarship would be
awarded to someone who is in a greater financial need.
So, go ahead, apply now and stand a chance to win a free training in your field of
interest and gain industry relevant skills. The last date to apply is 25th February
2018 (midnight).
Have any questions, please write to scholarship@internshala.com.

